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Editorial

I studied my PhD in Biomedical Sciences specialized in Neurosciences in the University of Guadalajara, University Center for Health Sciences, earning Honorable Mention in the exam to obtained the degree. As a result of my Doctoral project I got four articles published in various international journals, one of which I am the first author and I have presented results in three posters at different International Congresses. During that period, my studies focused on determining the contribution of chemical neurotransmitter systems on high frequency oscillations associated with epileptogenic processes in the hippocampus. As part of my work, I worked on developing understanding of neurotransmitter systems in specific brain areas. The pathological interictal activity is considered the cause of seizures and neuronal processes. The decrease of serotonin in rats with spontaneous seizures was present, glutamate concentrations were increased significantly. But when clusters of fast ripples were present, glutamate concentrations were increased significantly.

Currently, I have a position as Academic Technical Associate in the laboratory of Neurophysiology and Neurochemistry at the Department of Cell and Molecular Biology of University Center of Biological and Agriculture Sciences in University of Guadalajara, where I worked with Dr. Laura Medina-Ceja who was my mentor. In her laboratory we develops electrophysiology techniques for detection of high frequency oscillations, stereotaxic surgery for implanting electrodes and guide cannula, microdialysis and HPLC techniques, on-line measurements of glutamate by fluorescence, and implementation of different experimental models of epilepsy (acute and chronic). We obtained very interesting results on the modulation of neurotransmitter systems in the high-frequency oscillations (250-500 Hz) involved in hippocampal epileptogenesis, especially in temporal lobe epilepsy. Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common type of partial seizures in adults, affecting at least 20% of all patients with epilepsy [1].

As part of our results published, we conclude that serotonin has an important role in hippocampal epileptogenesis, acting as generators of interictal activity is considered the cause of seizures and neuronal mechanism responsible of TLE in humans and in experimental models [5]. That is the reason why they are considered as biomarkers of epilepsy. As part of our results published, we conclude that serotonin has an important role in negative modulation of fast ripples. We found that the concentrations of serotonin in rats with spontaneous seizures were decreased compared to normal rats. The decrease of serotonin in rats with spontaneous seizures is closely related to the emergence seizures. Citalopram administration a selective inhibitor of serotonin re-uptake reduces the occurrence of fast ripples and the amplitude [6]. Also we measurement glutamate concentrations by fluorescence on-line and we could detect glutamate in presence of fast ripples, a fact that was not known, and perform the association of fast ripples and glutamate concentrations. We found that the presence of fast ripples not modified glutamate concentrations significantly, but when clusters of fast ripples were present, glutamate concentrations were increased significantly.

I’m a professor of Cell Biology field in University of Guadalajara. Actually our working group is focused on developing on-line reading systems for the measurement of glutamate and other neurotransmitters in models of acute epilepsy and asphyxia. Dr. Alberto Morales-Villagráín who is the leader of our working group and who designed the system for on-line detection by fluorescent of different compounds of biological interest, now is working on developing detection systems becoming more sensitive and efficient to implement them in various techniques of neuroscience research, of which we have published two more articles [7,8].

With this system detection we can read samples every 200 milliseconds allowing us to evaluate in detail, neurochemical and electrophysiological events in neuronal diseases such as epilepsy, an advantage that cannot be appreciated by chromatography techniques. We obtained interesting results about quantification of glutamate by fluorescence with on-line detection every 200 milliseconds and simultaneously EEG recordings in rats with spontaneous seizures during epileptiform activity induced by pentylenetetrazole (PTZ) administration. The data show a significant increase of glutamate during epileptiform activity and we can correlate the increase with electrical activity during seizures; results that will be published soon. Our challenge is to continue implementing these new reading and detection systems in various experimental models for neuroscience research to provide more detailed information on the development of different neuronal pathologies that allow them to be more efficient and less costly.
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